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THE MINI PAMPER VEHICLE

Innovative design

The diagram below shows how the Mini-Pamper hull-cleaning machine is fitted with two 

counter-rotating brushes that create a suction force of several hundred kilograms on to 

the hull.

If these brushes were allowed to operate without control they would abrade and damage the 

underlying surface. The onboard control mechanism incorporated into the brush mountings 

of Mini-Pamper counters this suction force and transfers the load on to the chassis.

There is ample force to create a stable platform that can be driven and steered over the hull 

whilst the brushes glide over the surface without damage to the coating.

Plough

If a hull has not been regularly cleaned, a build-up of crustaceans can occur. The brushes 

are designed to remove crustaceans but when this build-up is excessive, as is often found 

on ships coming out of lay up, then the plough attachment is used to slice through and 

remove the bulk so that the brushes can then complete the hull clean in a single pass.

Specifications

Above: Optional plough for 

the removal of excessive 

crustacean build up (top first). 

WD80 Power Pack required 

for optimal operation of the 

Mini-Pamper (second).

HULL

CHASSIS

400kg RESTRAINING FORCE

200kg SUCTION 200kg SUCTION

200kg WHEEL
CONTACT FORCE

200kg WHEEL
CONTACT FORCE

Weight of vehicle in air 130kgs

Weight in water Slight positive buoyancy

Length overall 1500mm

Width overall 760mm

Cleaning width 650mm

Suction force approx. 400kgs

Max speed 0.7 m/sec

Max theoretical cleaning rate 1755m2 per hr

Practical achievable cleaning rate 1100m2 per hr

NB: Specification may change due to constant development of the vehicle.
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MINI PAMPER BRUSHES
(350mm diameter)

Whatever coating is applied to your vessel – conventional antifouling, low surface energy silicon coatings or 

no antifouling at all – the MINI-PAMPER hull cleaning vehicle will remove marine growth without damaging 

the substrate, subject to correct usage and brush selection.

4 rows of soft plastic bristles,  

for removing light to medium slime and weed. 

SeaTec ordering number 01225

POLYESTER BRISTLE BRUSH (LIGHT DUTY)

4 rows of hard plastic bristles,  

for removing heavy slime and weed. 

SeaTec ordering number 01231

POLYESTER BRISTLE BRUSH (HEAVY DUTY)

This brush has been developed to remove marine fouling from  

low surface energy coatings, without causing coating damage.

SeaTec ordering number 01228 (RH), 01229 (LH)

NEW SILICON COATING CLEANING BRUSH

2 rows of coach bolts for removing  

very heavy shell growth.

SeaTec ordering number 01146

COACH BOLT BRUSH

3 rows of twisted wire for removing  

medium to heavy shell growth.

SeaTec ordering number 01115

TWISTED WIRE BRUSH

Replacement 
bristles can 
be ordered 
separately.


